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Introduction 
 

The MainConcept FFmpeg Plugins enable you to use MainConcept’s industry-leading codecs 

directly within FFmpeg. If you are already familiar with FFmpeg, working with the MainConcept 

plugins will be easy. However, there are still some things that should be considered, and if you are 

new to FFmpeg you need to know some basics before getting started.  

This tutorial explains the command line structure required for working with the MainConcept 

FFmpeg Plugins. We try not to focus on either AVC or HEVC but instead cover both these powerful 

video codecs that are widely used today. As you will discover, the process to use each of these 

MainConcept video encoders in FFmpeg is almost identical. 

Command Line Structure 
 

Rather than covering the full installation procedure here, we have created video tutorials that can 

walk you through the installation using Windows, Ubuntu and CentOS Linux. For now, let’s jump 

right into how to use the plugins. To begin, launch FFmpeg from the location where you have it 

installed together with the corresponding MainConcept Plugins (if you’re unsure how to do this, 

details are available in the above video tutorials). 

Different libraries are required to get the whole MainConcept FFmpeg Plugin product framework 

working. A special OMX interface makes sure that the communication between FFmpeg and the 

plugins is working correctly. The workflow is based on four items:  

• The modified FFmpeg executable exposing the OMX interface (ffmpeg).  

• The MainConcept OMX Core that handles the communication and loading of the plugins 

(omxil_core). 

• The actual MainConcept OMX Codec Plugins for each product (omxil_enc_avc, 

omxil_enc_hevc). 

• The actual MainConcept Video Encoder Low Level libraries (demo/mc_enc_avc, 

demo/mc_enc_hevc). 

The modified FFmpeg using our patch enables the MainConcept Plugin to be queried and 

dynamically loaded at FFmpeg runtime. 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/SQU2vsJwzc0
https://youtu.be/SDi5OCaHsL8
https://youtu.be/wo9ls4MpBH8
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To a certain extent, this structure is also reflected within the FFmpeg command line itself. As a 

first item you need to specify the ffmpeg executable in the command line prompt. 

 

 
 

Next, specify the input stream (-i) followed by FFmpeg general parameters, such as the resolution, 

bitrate, framerate, etc. Of course, many of the parameters can be specified using the built-in 

MainConcept presets or within the MainConcept Config files. 

Next you need to specify the video codec (-c:v) you want to use, i.e. the MainConcept AVC/H.264 

or HEVC/H.265 video encoder. The two possible options are omx_enc_avc or omx_enc_hevc.  

 

Now specify the core of the MainConcept FFmpeg Plugins (-omx_core). This is responsible for 

loading and unloading the plugin components. The core basically manages the communication 

between FFmpeg and the actual encoder plugins. It is the same for all MainConcept FFmpeg 

Plugins [omxil_core.dll (Windows) or omxil_core.so (Linux)] regardless of the codec. 
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As the next step, you need to specify the actual OMX encoder plugin (AVC or HEVC) using the 

correct identifier (-omx_name). Depending on which encoder plugin you want to use 

(OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video or OMX.MainConcept.enc_hevc.video), it loads the corresponding 

MainConcept video encoder libraries. Based on this, it enables specific MainConcept parameters 

that can be defined on the command line. 

 

After you have specified these options, it is time to start defining the general MainConcept 

parameters, e.g. a built-in preset, performance level, software / hardware encoding, loading of 

Config file, etc. Please have a look at the user guides that come with MainConcept FFmpeg Plugins 

for more information about the available settings. These optional parameters are introduced with 

-omx_param. Keep in mind that the syntax is always a string of “key=value” pairs separated by 

colons (:). 
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As mentioned above, you can either load a separate Config file with all settings pre-defined or 

specify the specific parameters directly on the command line. In this case, the arguments are 

matching the video encoder configurations from the corresponding MainConcept SDKs. The user 

guides that are included in the product packages provide a detailed overview of the encoder 

settings. The structure and the order must be the same as it is written in the MainConcept Config 

(*.ini) files, e.g. [AVC Settings], [HEVC Settings] and/or [HEVC Layer 0000]. The syntax of the command 

line is similar to what has been introduced in the previous paragraph. 

 

Finally, don’t forget to specify the output filename and location. Once this is done, you are ready 

to start the encoding. 

 

Now that you understand the fundamentals, in the following section we will take a closer look at a 

complete command line to execute an encoding using the MainConcept FFmpeg Plugins. 
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MainConcept FFmpeg Plugin Usage 
 

In the previous section you learned about the general structure and syntax of the MainConcept 

FFmpeg Plugins. Now let’s take a closer look at an example for AVC/H.264 encoding. 

Here is a command-line example: 

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv" -vf 

scale=1280:720 -b:v 3500k -c:v omx_enc_avc -omx_core omxil_core.dll -omx_name 

OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video -omx_param "preset=main:perf_level=10:acc_type=sw:[AVC 

Settings]:bit_rate_mode=0:bit_rate=100000:time_scale=20000000:num_units_in_tick=1000000" 

"1920x1080p_25p_YV12_ffmpeg.mp4" 

At first glance it looks pretty simple, but it has some special considerations you should be aware 

of.  

The first part of the command line deals with the input stream. It specifies a YUV 4:2:0 RAW 

stream that has 1920x1080 resolution and a framerate of 25 fps:  

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv"  

The following options are general parameters from FFmpeg itself. In this case, we create a filter 

graph to downscale the input stream to 720p (-vf scale) and set the output video bitrate to 3.5 

mbit (-b:v): 

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv" -vf 

scale=1280:720 -b:v 3500k  

Now the MainConcept FFmpeg Plugins come into play. As outlined in the previous section, you 

need to specify the codec identifier (-c:v), the MainConcept OMX core (-omx_core) as well as plugin 

identifier (-omx_name) on the command line. 

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv" -vf 

scale=1280:720 -b:v 3500k -c:v omx_enc_avc -omx_core omxil_core.dll -omx_name 

OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video  

The general MainConcept parameters are up next, introduced by the -omx_param option. We 

specify the generic AVC/H.264 Main preset (-preset) with performance level 10 (-perf_level) to get a 

very good compromise between quality and speed. In addition, we do software encoding (-

acc_type) using the renowned MainConcept AVC/H.264 Video Encoder. 

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv" -vf 

scale=1280:720 -b:v 3500k -c:v omx_enc_avc -omx_core omxil_core.dll -omx_name 

OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video -omx_param "preset=main:perf_level=10:acc_type=sw:[AVC 

Settings]:bit_rate_mode=0:bit_rate=100000:time_scale=20000000:num_units_in_tick=1000000"  
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As you can see in example above, the [AVC Settings] parameter starts the configuration of the 

codec specific settings on the command line. The Bitrate Control mode is set to Constant Bitrate 

(bit_rate_mode=0). The actual target bitrate in this example is adjusted to 10 mbit (bit_rate=10000).  

Do you remember the "special considerations" raised at the beginning of this section? Now it is 

time to come back to them. As you can see in the command line, we specified the bitrate twice. 

First, we set the bitrate in FFmpeg generic global options (-b:v 3500k) and then also in the OMX 

parameters, i.e. in the MainConcept Video Encoder directly (bit_rate=100000). And the latter value 

will be used! Why? This is simple! In this case, the MainConcept codec-specific settings are 

prioritized over the FFmpeg generic global ones because we have explicitly specified them on the 

command line in the -omx_param options. In general, the MainConcept encoder-specific settings 

always have higher priority than the FFmpeg ones. In the end, the encoded file should have a 

bitrate of 10 mbit. 

Furthermore, we set two additional parameters: the number of time units that pass in one 

second (time_scale=20000000) and the number of time units of a clock operating at the frequency 

time_scale that corresponds to one clock tick (num_units_in_tick=1000000). This sets the target 

video framerate. Please refer to the user guide that comes with the MainConcept AVC Encoder 

Plugin for FFmpeg to learn more about these settings. 

Of course, you can specify as many options on the command line as needed to tweak your 

settings. If you do not want to enter all options on the command line, you can also load a 

MainConcept encoder config file (*.ini). Here is an example: 

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv" -c:v omx_enc_avc 

-omx_core omxil_core.dll -omx_name OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video -omx_param 

"cfg_file_path=D:\Configs\avc_config.ini" "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.mp4" 

 

You might be wondering why we have neither specified an audio encoder nor a multiplexer. In 

this case, the FFmpeg default settings will be applied, i.e. FFmpeg automatically uses the built-in 

AAC encoder, and – defined by the file extension – uses the MP4 Multiplexer to create a valid file. 

As a final step, we need to enter the output filename and location on the FFmpeg command line. 

ffmpeg -r 25.000000 -pix_fmt yuv420p -s 1920x1080 -i "1920x1080p_25p_YV12.yuv" -vf 

scale=1280:720 -b:v 3500k -c:v omx_enc_avc -omx_core omxil_core.dll -omx_name 

OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video -omx_param "preset=main:perf_level=10:acc_type=sw:[AVC 

Settings]:bit_rate_mode=0:bit_rate=100000:time_scale=20000000:num_units_in_tick=1000000" 

"1920x1080p_25p_YV12_ffmpeg.mp4" 

 

 

 

https://www.mainconcept.com/fileadmin/user_upload/download/user_guides/MainConcept%20AVC%20Low%20Bitrate%20Encoder%20Plug-In%20for%20FFmpeg%20User%20Guide%20v1.1.pdf
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Start the encoding process in FFmpeg. As you can see, FFmpeg and the MainConcept AVC/H.264 

Video Encoder share some useful statistics while processing the file. 

 

 

 

Once the encoding is done, FFmpeg will inform you. 

 

It is also possible to use several MainConcept FFmpeg Plugins in a single workflow. Here are two 

basic examples: 

 

Example 1: AVC video & HE-AACv1 audio in MP4 container: 

 

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v omx_enc_avc -c:a omx_enc_xheaac -b:v 1000k -b:a 96000 -profile:a 4 -

omx_name:v OMX.MainConcept.enc_avc.video -omx_param:v 

"force_omx_param=1:preset=H264_OPTIMIZED_HIGH:perf_level=10:acc_type=sw" -omx_name:a 

OMX.MainConcept.enc_xheaac.audio -omx_core libomxil_core.so output.mp4  

 

Example 2: HEVC video & HE-AACv2 audio in MP4 container: 

 

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v omx_enc_hevc -c:a omx_enc_xheaac -b:v 1000k -b:a 32000 -profile:a 28 -

omx_name:v OMX.MainConcept.enc_hevc.video -omx_param:v 

"force_omx_param=1:preset=main:acc_type=sw" -omx_name:a OMX.MainConcept.enc_xheaac.audio -

omx_core libomxil_core.so output.mp4  
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Closing Words  
 

If you are already familiar with FFmpeg, working with the MainConcept Plugins is very easy. 

However, even if you are new to FFmpeg, with the MainConcept Plugins you quickly obtain great 

quality encoding output in tremendous speed. You can modify the video encoder settings in the 

same way as with MainConcept SDKs. Once you know the syntax and structure of these FFmpeg 

Plugins, your video production workflows will be powered by MainConcept’s industry leading 

codec technology. 

 

More of a visual learner? 
Check out our video tutorial series. We cover everything from the basics of encoding in FFmpeg, to 

more advanced topics like hardware acceleration. Check out the full video series, here. 
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